Abstract
Introduction
With rapid development of network and computer technology, the dull text information cannot satisfy people's demands any more. Multimedia contents have gradually entered people's life, and digital video has been applied more and more extensively. Therefore, there are more and more relevant researches on video processing. Shot detection is the first step of video processing and it is the foundation for the follow-up content analysis, classification, indexing and query at high levels. Accuracy of shot detection will directly influence effects of follow-up processing. Thereby, study on shot boundary detection has important practical significance.
Shot boundary change modes include abrupt change and gradual change. By directing at characteristics of abrupt change and gradual change, many domestic and overseas researchers have proposed different shot boundary detection algorithms. Global single threshold value method [1] , second order difference method [2] , sliding window method, and second order frame difference method [3] have gained a good effect in abrupt change shot, but its detection effect for gradual change shot is not that ideal. In order to improve detection effect for gradual change shot, literature [4] gives a digital video cheat shot detection algorithm; literature [5] [6] puts forward that video editing model can be used to detect fade-in, fade-out and lap dissolve effects. These methods are only effective for some special gradual change effects. In order to increase the comprehensive detection effect of abrupt change shot and gradual change shot, literature [7] provides a double threshold method which integrates abrupt change and gradual change into one method for realization. However, it is difficult to gain a good detection effect for shot boundaries of the two types. By directing at insufficiency of the above schemes, a self-adaptive system of shot boundary detection based on neighbor frame difference and non-neighbor frame difference is realized.
In view of accuracy and detection efficiency of boundary detection, we adopt HSV histogram characteristic value to detect the shot boundary. HSV model is a color model that meets characters of human visual perception, so measurement based on HSV color
System Implementation

System Structure
See the following figure for the structure of self-adaptive shot boundary detection system based on neighbor frame difference and non-neighbor frame difference. The existence of shot change boundary has reflected discontinuity of video stream in time, so the selected characteristics should better express such discontinuity. Characteristics applied to shot boundary detection at present mainly include: histogram characteristic value, edge (outline) characteristic value, motion characteristic value, etc. Edge characteristic value often calculates edge of the object in the image at first, and then judges shot change by analyzing variable quantity of the edge. Frequently-used edge calculation methods cover Roberts operator, Gaussian Laplacian operator, Prewitt operator, Robinson operator, Kirsch operator, Sobel operator, and Canny operator. The concept of edge change rate proposed in literature [4, 7] utilizes such characteristic for abrupt change detection of shot. However, such algorithm requires huge calculated amount, so it is only used for detection of the non-real-time gradual change shot, rather than detection of abrupt change shot. Calculation methods of motion characteristic value include brightness absolute frame difference method based on pixel, method based on 23 light stream, and residual method based on motion vector or after block matching. However, detection effect of these methods based on motion characteristic value is not superior to histogram method.
Based on features of the above characteristic value selection methods, in view of accuracy and detection efficiency of boundary detection, we adopt HSV histogram characteristic value to detect the shot boundary. HSV model is a color model that meets characters of human visual perception, so measurement based on HSV color space can approximate the feeling of human eyes better. After HSV space model is selected, unequal interval quantification is conducted for HSV color space, so as to cut down dimensions of histogram vectors and reduce the calculated amount [8] . By analyzing the color model, the space of hue H is divided into 8 parts, and the spaces of saturation S and brightness V are divided into 3 parts respectively. Meanwhile, 72 common color grades are obtained after quantification according to different color scopes. Hue, saturation and brightness values after quantification are H, S and V separately [6] .
Histogram characteristic value cannot record location information about pixel point, so it's hard to reflect space information about the video image. Literature [3, 6] put forward the concept of partitioning histogram, and the entire video frame is equally divided into N×N sub-blocks. Histogram characteristic value of each sub-block is calculated separately, and then the frame difference is worked out. Symmetrical partitioning for video frame has considered location information about pixel, but it neglects the importance of each block. The scheme of [9] takes the importance of each sub-block into consideration, but such method is similar to Gaussian weighting method, as shown in Figure. 2(a). Experiment shows that such weighting method does not have a good effect for shot detection. In many video programs, advertisement contents, titles or captions often appear above or under the picture; besides, camera shake will change contents around the shot, but no shot change happens at this time. As a result, symmetrical partitioning or simple Gaussian weighting method might cause false shot boundary detection. In order to solve the defects of symmetrical partitioning, length and width of the image will be divided according to the proportion of 3:5:3, rather than 1:1:1, as shown in Figure. 2(b). Such partitioning scheme has reflected change of main contents in the video well. To eliminate the interference of advertisement contents or captions at the top and bottom of the screen, the simple weighting method is modified. For comparison, the modified weighting method and simple weighting method are put together, as shown by Figures in Figure. 2(b). Experiment proves that this partitioning and weighting scheme gains a good detection effect.
Figure 2. Asymmetrical Partitioning and Weighting Principle
Calculation of Neighbor Frame Difference and Non-Neighbor Frame Difference
When each frame of image is divided into 3*3 sub-blocks unequally via golden partitioning principle, statistics should be made for HSV histogram of every sub-block and histogram difference of corresponding interval needs to be calculated. Moreover,
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC different weighting coefficients must be set for different intervals. The average distance after weighting will be treated as difference value between two frames of images. Interframe difference value calculated in this way can better reflect the difference among frame images of different shots.
1) Neighbor frame difference can be expressed by weighted sum of histogram distance among corresponding sub-blocks. The distance of each sub-block is
In the formula, l represents quantification series of color, and it is equal to 72 in this paper. Suppose that the weighting matrix is 
In the formula, position of weighted value is corresponding to position of partitioning interval. The size and position of partitioning interval can reflect the importance degree of each partitioning interval. Histogram difference value of the interval corresponding to two neighbor frames can be calculated, recorded as 1 2
Then the neighbor frame difference will be gained according to weighting coefficient and interval histogram difference value.
2) Calculation of non-neighbor frame difference The whole transformation process of gradual change shot is continuous and no great changes will happen to characteristics of neighbor frames. Therefore, we cannot identify the shot through neighbor frame difference. In order to better detect gradual change, a video boundary detection method based on non-neighbor frame difference is proposed. The so-called non-neighbor frame difference means to directly calculate the frame difference between the current frame and number ( 1) NN fame after the current one.
In the formula, ij D means the non-neighbor frame difference between number i frame and number j frame; i j F F  denotes distance between the corresponding frames. Within a shot, content change between both neighbor frames and non-neighbor frames will not be so large. However, when a gradual change happens, contents between neighbor frames is small, but the current shot will gradually turn into another shot and great change will occur to contents of the two shots. Thereby, the non-neighbor frame difference will be great. As a result, by calculating non-neighbor frame difference, the specific gradual change effect can be eliminated and the actual change of shot contents will be reflected. In this way, gradual change shot boundary can be better detected.
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The specific calculation method of non-neighbor frame difference is the same with the calculation method of neighbor frame difference. See formula (1), formula (2) and formula (3) in the above.
Shot Boundary Detection
Self-adaptive method: Under normal conditions, there will be no great difference among different image frames. The inter-frame difference value is in a relatively stable scope, which means that it will fluctuate around a certain mean value. When shot change happens, such stability will be broken. Therefore, the algorithm only utilizes inter-frame difference value information within a limited length before the current frame when identifying shot change. The length is often from the 1st frame after the former shot ends to the 1st frame of the current frame. It can be thought as a sliding window with changeable length. Mean value of inter-frame difference values in this window will be calculated. If the difference between the current inter-frame difference value and this mean value reaches a certain coefficient, the current frame will be thought as the initial frame of the next shot. Local threshold value method is adopted in this algorithm, which has solved selection problems of global threshold value.
(1) Self-adaptive abrupt change shot detection based on neighbor frame difference Abrupt change of shot mainly happens between two frames. Self-adaptive method is adopted to detect abrupt change shot by calculating neighbor frame difference on the basis of the above method. Sign convention in the algorithm is as follows: α is the predetermined shot boundary detection threshold coefficient, and the statistical result shows that α should be 5-6 [1] ; i D represents the frame difference between two neighbor frames of video stream; Mean denotes the mean value of inter-frame difference values in the window; Sum indicates the cumulative sum of neighbor frame differences; Count signifies cumulative frequency of frame differences.
Under some special situations, the phenomenon of static shot or almost static shot will appear. At this time, inter-frame difference value is quite small. If the minimum difference value is taken into account in calculation for mean value of inter-frame difference in the window, the mean value will be obviously decreased. An extreme situation is that when there are too many static (or almost static) frames in the shot, mean value of inter-frame difference in the window will tend to be 0. At this time, when the above method is used, erroneous judgment might be caused. In order to avoid this phenomenon, the above judgment method is improved. A minimum threshold value Value is established, and it is taken as 4 
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 in the algorithm. Before the judgment, i D is compared with Value . If i D ≤ Value , shot change identification will not be conducted. In conclusion, description about the algorithm flow is as follows: 1. Initiate the algorithm. Read in the two neighbor frames of video stream, starting from the first and second frames. If the last frame is read, the process should be stopped.
2. Transform two neighbor frames into HSV model according to the method illustrated in [3] , and quantify them into 72 color spaces.
3. Calculate the difference value BlkDiff of partitioning histogram and partitioning histograms corresponding to the two neighbor frames; work out the difference value i D between histograms of two neighbor frames. (2) Self-adaptive gradual change shot detection based on non-neighbor frame difference
In order to realize gradual change detection, self-adaptive detection algorithm based on non-neighbor frame difference is adopted. Sign convention in the algorithm is as follows:
α is the predetermined shot boundary detection threshold coefficient; ij D represents the frame difference between two non-neighbor frames of video stream (according to the experiment, inter-frame distance of non-neighbor frames should be 6 in this algorithm); n M denotes the local cumulative mean value of non-neighbor frame differences;
x M signifies the maximum value of non-neighbor frame differences in the window; Mean indicates the mean value of inter-frame distance in the window; Sum represents the cumulative sum of neighbor frame differences; Count signifies cumulative frequency of frame differences. Description about the algorithm flow is as follows: 1. Initiate the algorithm. Set up a sliding window, and 3 non-neighbor frame differences are treated as the window scope. In this way, width of one window is 18 frames, and generally gradual change shot boundary won't be missed. The threshold coefficient of gradual change shot boundary detection is set as α=3.
Calculate the mean value n
M of non-neighbor frame differences in the first window of new shot. M in the former window should be the gradual change position. Mark this position. The last half part of the current window is set as content of the next shot. Calculate the mean value of non-neighbor frame differences. Go to 3.
Purpose of step 4 is to consider the situation in which the first half part of the window glides across the gradual change shot boundary; step 5 thinks about the situation in which the last half part of the former window glides across the initial part of a relatively long gradual change shot boundary. Experiment shows that this algorithm gains a good detection effect for gradual change shot boundary.
2.5.Comprehensive Judgment Scheme
Self-adaptive method based on neighbor frame difference can detect abrupt change shot well, while self-adaptive method based on non-neighbor frame difference can detect gradual change shot well. Dynamic integration of these two can detect all shots well. Therefore, the following decision rules are designed:
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In the formula, c S is the set of abrupt change shots; g S represents the set of gradual change shots; S indicates the total shot set; N and M denote the total number of detected abrupt change and gradual change shots.
Experimental Result and Analysis
The experimental data mainly come from the following websites: http://www.openvideo.org/ and http://www.alltheweb.com/; the video format is MPEG-1, the image size is 352*288, and there are 25 frames every second. The experimental environment is Windows XP operating system and PC machine with internal storage of 3.36G and 2.89GHzCPU. The video segmentation position is compared with accurate position of artificial markers, so as to verify accuracy of the test result. As for evaluation criterion of gradual change shot, there are numerous continuous frames at the transformation part of gradual change shot, so an error within 5 frames is allowable.
Precision ratio and recall ratio are used as two indexes to evaluate detection results of shot change boundary.
Precision ratio = correct detection quantity / (correct detection quantity + false detection quantity) ,
Recall ratio = correct detection quantity / (correct detection quantity + leak detection quantity) ,
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, using this method and the global method, adaptive method, the sliding window method, the second frame difference method, reverse split method to detect different video clips. The film sequence has 10255 frames and the number of shots is 198, they are all abrupt change shots, Table 1 shows the various video shot detection results. The total number of frames of the Scenery sequence is 15253, and the number of shots is 252, they are all gradual change shots, Table 2 shows the various results. The teaching sequence have 31253 frames and 165 shots, including 130 abrupt change shots and 35 gradual change shots, Table 3 shows the results of a variety of methods to detect this sequence. The total number of frames of the football sequences is 23388, and the number of shots is 143, including 119 abrupt change shots and 24 gradual change shots, Table 4 shows the various test results. Using method of this paper, the system has reached a high precision ratio and recall ratio in terms of film sequence with abrupt change shot and scenery sequence with gradual change shot. As for teaching sequence and football sequence containing both abrupt change shot and gradual change shot, the system has reached extremely high recall ratio. However, two strategies of neighbor frame difference and non-neighbor frame difference are used at the same time, so there are many cumulative shots of false detection, and the precision ratio is low. Shots of false detection mainly come from serious camera shake and fierce change of illumination in the camera. Leak detection is caused by the situation where color difference between the two neighbor shots is too small.
Conclusion
According to the characteristics of abrupt change and gradual change, this system has gained a good detection effect for abrupt change shot via self-adaptive method by calculating neighbor frame difference. Meanwhile, a good detection effect has been obtained for gradual change shot via self-adaptive method by calculating non-neighbor frame difference. Dynamic integration of these two has acquired a good comprehensive detection effect for both abrupt change shot and gradual change shot. However, due to complexity of video, the system cannot gain an optimum detection effect for all videos. In order to enhance the detection effect of the system, other characteristics including motion characteristic, edge change characteristic and brightness variation characteristic can be added, to improve detection performance of the system. In addition, compared with RGB histogram characteristic, HSV partitioning histogram system has a better detection performance, but its detection efficiency is low. This is a problem that needs to be solved at the next step of our work.
